EMCOR Services
New York/New Jersey

Critical Environments

Cooling Optimized for the
Most Critical Environments
In today’s technology-rich business world, more and more buildings require precise,
stable, humidity-controlled conditions. From large-scale data centers and technology
rooms, to server rooms, clean rooms, and hospitals, EMCOR Services New York/New Jersey
has extensive expertise providing cooling systems for the most critical environments.
Whether it’s a raised floor solution, calibrated vectored cooling, or more traditional computer room air handlers, we’re experienced with a wide array of cutting-edge technology.

EMCOR Services New York/New Jersey designs,
builds, operates, and maintains commercial
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems
that help create healthy, productive, and efficient
working environments.

Achieve Precise Environmental
Conditions with Precision Cooling

» Design-build

Sensitive electronics and other advanced
equipment often require environmental
conditions that standard air conditioning
can’t deliver. We provide precision air
conditioning systems as an alternative.
Precision cooling offers exacting humidity
and temperature control and can even help
improve energy efficiency by reducing equipment strain, malfunctions, and overheating.

» Energy efficiency programs

Expertise in a Range of Facilities

» Monitoring and control

Our experts are familiar with a variety of
environments that require precision cooling,
including:
» Data centers
» Server rooms
» Network closets
» Network operations centers
» Telecom areas
» Printer/copier/CAD centers
» Medical equipment suites
» Clean rooms
» Hospital facilities

Services include:
» Installation, maintenance, and repair
» System upgrades and retrofits

» Preventive and predictive maintenance
» Indoor environmental quality solutions
» 24/7/365 emergency response

Critical Care for Critical Environments
We understand the intense demands that
critical environments face. That’s why we
provide repair and maintenance services that
help cooling systems operate reliably long
after installation is complete. And, because
EMCOR Services New York/New Jersey is
manufacturer-independent, our technicians
are trained and qualified to support systems
of all types, providing objective consultation
regardless of make and model.
» Rapid Response: With a regional footprint,
we can open supply houses and dispatch
immediately from a large fleet of wellequipped vehicles.
» 24/7 Service: We offer 24-hour live
response and service, as well as options
for dedicated phone lines and customized
account management.
» Certified Technicians: Our highly trained
technicians carry top manufacturer certifications. Plus, we back them with over 44
years of industry experience.
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How Can We Help You?
In NY call: 516.243.2141 In NJ & N. NY call: 203.904.0318
NY Location: 5 Dakota Drive, Suite 111, Lake Success, NY 11042
NJ Location: 210 West Parkway, Unit 3-1, Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
emcorservicesnynj.com salesdeptnynj@emcor.net

